“Gong Xi, Gong Xi”

Text
Mei tiao da jie xiao xiang
Mei ge ren de zui li
Jian mian di yi jv hua
Jiu shi gong xi, gong xi

Chorus:
Gong xi, gong xi, gong xi ni ya
Gong xi, gong xi, gong xi ni

Dong tian yi dao jin tou
Zhen shi hao de xiao xi
Wen nuan de chun feng
Jiu yao chui xing le da di

(Chorus)
Hao hao bing xue rong jie
Yan kan mei hua tu rui
Man man chang ye guo qu
Ting dao yi sheng ji ti

(Chorus)
Jing guo duo shao kun nan
Li jing duo shao mo lian
Duo shao xin er pan wang
Chun tian de xiao xi

(Chorus)
Mei tiao da jie xiao xiang
Mei ge ren de zui li
Jian mian di yi jv hua
Jiu shi gong xi, gong xi

(Chorus)

Translation
On every street and lane,
The first thing you say
To everyone you meet
Is best wishes

Chorus:
Best wishes, best wishes, best wishes to you
Best wishes, best wishes, best wishes to you

Winter is ending
What great news
The warm spring breeze
Will wake up the land

(Chorus)
The ice and snow melts
And the plum blossoms bloom
Long and dark nights are gone
And the rooster sings to the sun

(Chorus)
Goodbye to so many
Troubles and challenges
We long for
The arrival of spring

(Chorus)
On every street and lane
The first thing you say
To everyone you meet
Is best wishes

(Chorus)